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Chemistry Faculty Win Excellence Awards
 
By Beulah Narendrapurapu, Ph.D.  8/23/2017
 
Faculty from The Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry win Excellence Awards, yet again, both at the University and COSM (College of Science and
Mathematics) level. We are very proud of our faculty that bring their best into teaching, research and service. Hearty Congratulations to the award winners!
 




Dr. Christine Whitlock is a Professor and Assitant Chair of Organic
Chemistry. Dr. Whitlock uses Mastery Learning Approach in her
Organic Chemistry classes to help students build on foundations
rather than taking information chronologically. She began this
approach in 2003 with weekly mastery exams and since then has
modified it to provide a foundation of learning through benchmark
concepts. Her mastery learning approach provides students extra
time on benchmarks, novel in-class laboratory exercises and
regular feedback to the students, and has proven to be an
effective approach to teaching and learning in Organic Chemistry.
 
The University Award for Excellence in Service
Dr. Michelle McGibony       
 
Dr. Michelle McGibony is a Professor of Biochemistry. Dr.
McGibony is strongly commited to professional service within the
Department, the University and the community. For almost two
decades, she has served students of all ages, colleagues within
and outside the chemical field at the University, and the local
community of Statesboro and the surrounding areas with her love
of chemistry, leadership, organizational skills and her time.            
                                                                                                     
                                                                Photo: Dr. Michelle
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The COSM Award for Excellence in Instruction 
Dr. Shainaz Landge
 
Dr. Shainaz Landge is an Assistant Professor of
Organic Chemistry. She co-ordinated organic
chemistry labs for more than five years. She is
innovative in her teaching methods and uses
methodologies ranging from analogies, to cognitive
learning, to responsive learning, to self assessment
and active learning, to poetry in the classroom. She is
described as a powerful motivational speaker and
mentor. Dr. Landge is active in Scholarship of
Teaching and Learning (SoTL) and also served on
the editorial board for the International Journal of
SoTL.
 
The COSM Award for Excellence in Research
Dr. Ryan Fortenberry
 
Dr. Ryan Fortenberry is an Assistant Professor of
Physical Chemistry. His research is in theoretical
astrochemistry. Over the last four years, Dr.
Fortenberry has published thirty seven peer reviewed
manuscripts in leading journals, half with student
authors. His research has been presented at over thirty national and regional meetings. He is an active reviewer, mentor and has
many collaborations in the chemistry and physics departments, other universities and labs, including NASA.                                  
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